In this paper, utilizing techniques in compressed sensing, parallel optimization and deep learning, we propose a model-driven approach to jointly design the common measurement matrix and GROUP LASSO-based jointly sparse signal recovery method for complex sparse signals, based on the standard auto-encoder structure for real numbers. The encoder achieves noisy linear compression for jointly sparse signals, with a common measurement matrix. The GROUP LASSObased decoder realizes jointly sparse signal recovery based on an iterative parallel-coordinate descent (PCD) algorithm which is proposed to solve GROUP LASSO in a parallel manner. In particular, the decoder consists of an approximation part which unfolds (several iterations of) the proposed iterative algorithm to obtain an approximate solution of GROUP LASSO and a correction part which reduces the difference between the approximate solution and the actual jointly sparse signals. The proposed model-driven approach achieves higher recovery accuracy with less computation time than the classic GROUP LASSO method, and the gain significantly increases in the presence of extra structures in sparse patterns. The common measurement matrix obtained by the proposed model-driven approach is also suitable for the classic GROUP LASSO method. We consider an application example, i.e., channel estimation in Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)-based grant-free random access which is proposed to support massive machine-type communications (mMTC) for Internet of Things (IoT). By numerical results, we demonstrate the substantial gains of the proposed model-driven approach over GROUP LASSO and AMP when the number of jointly sparse signals is not very large.
I. INTRODUCTION
Jointly sparse signal recovery in Multiple Measurement Vector (MMV) models refers to the estimation of M jointly sparse N -dimensional signals from L (≪N ) limited noisy linear measurements based on a common measurement matrix. When M = 1, jointly sparse signal recovery reduces to sparse signal recovery in Single Measurement Vector (SMV) models. The jointly sparse signal recovery problem arises in many applications in communications and signal processing. Two main challenges exist in jointly sparse signal recovery. One is to design a common measurement matrix which maximally retains the information on jointly sparse signals when reducing S. Li and W. Zhang contributed equally. This work was supported in part by the National Key R&D Program of China under Grant 2018YFB1801102. signal dimension. The other is to recover the jointly sparse signals with high recovery accuracy and short computation time.
Existing works on the jointly sparse signal recovery in MMV models investigate the estimation of jointly sparse signals for a given common measurement matrix [1] - [4] . Pure jointly sparse signal recovery design includes optimizationbased methods such as GROUP LASSO [1] and iterative thresholding methods such as AMP [2] - [4] . Note that GROUP LASSO reduces to LASSO when M = 1. A closely related topic is to recover the common support of jointly sparse signals for a given common measurement matrix [5] - [8] . Specially, pure jointly sparse support recovery design includes exhaustive methods [5] , optimization-based methods such as Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation [6] and GROUP LASSO [7] , and iterative thresholding methods such as AMP [8] . On one hand, given jointly sparse signals, one can set a threshold on them to obtain the common support. On the other hand, given a common support, the estimation of the jointly sparse signals can be done by the classic Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) method [6] . It is worth noting that none of [1] - [8] considers design of the common measurement matrix, or exploits characteristics of sparse patterns for improving recovery accuracy. Hence, the proposed methods in [1] - [8] may not achieve desirable recovery performance.
It has been shown that joint design of signal compression and recovery methods for real signals [9] - [14] or complex signals [15] using auto-encoder in deep learning can significantly improve recovery performance. However, [9] - [15] are not for the MMV models, and their extensions to MMV models are highly nontrivial. In addition, note that neither the neural network for complex signals in [15] nor direct extensions of the neural networks for real signals in [9] - [14] to complex signals can achieve linear compression for complex signals. The authors in [10] approximately unfold the projected subgradient algorithm for LASSO without considering the effect of noise. As the adopted projected sub-gradient algorithm involves matrix inverse, which cannot be implemented exactly using a neural network, the resulting recovery performance will degrade.
In our previous work [16] , an auto-encoder-based approach is proposed to jointly design the measurement matrix (achieving linear compression) and support recovery method for sparse complex signals in SMV models. Note that directly extending the decoder for the SMV models in [16] to MMV models will not provide promising recovery performance. The MMSE method involves matrix inversion, and cannot be implemented precisely using a neural network. Thus, it is not feasible to obtain an auto-encoder-based approach for jointly sparse signal recovery in MMV models, by extending the proposed approach for sparse support recovery in [16] and using the MMSE method. In addition, unlike the space for support, the space for signals is mostly infinite. Thus, approximating jointly sparse signal recovery based on only training samples probably requires huge computing resources and extensive computation time, and may yield unsatisfactory recovery accuracy. Thus, how to jointly design the common measurement matrix and jointly sparse signal method for complex signals in MMV models remains open.
In this paper, utilizing techniques in compressed sensing, parallel optimization, and deep learning, we propose a modeldriven approach to jointly design the common measurement matrix and jointly sparse signal recovery method for complex signals, based on the standard auto-encoder structure for real numbers. It is worth noting that the proposed modeldriven approach is applicable for real signals, which are special cases of complex signals. Specifically, we build an encoder to mimic the noisy linear measurement process for jointly sparse signals with a common measurement matrix. We build a GROUP LASSO-based decoder which consists of an approximation part and a correction part, to realize jointly sparse signal recovery based on an iterative algorithm that is proposed to solve GROUP LASSO in a parallel manner via the parallel-coordinate descent (PCD) method. Specifically, the approximation part unfolds (several iterations of) the proposed PCD algorithm to obtain an approximate solution of GROUP LASSO, and the correction part reduces the difference between the approximate solution and the actual jointly sparse signals. The proposed model-driven approach can effectively utilize the properties of sparsity patterns, and is especially useful when it is hard to analytically model the underlying structures of sparsity patterns. In addition, the proposed modeldriven approach achieves higher recovery accuracy with short computation time than the classic GROUP LASSO method [1] . We consider an important application example, i.e., channel estimation in MIMO-based grant-free random access, which is proposed to support massive machine-type communications (mMTC) for Internet of Things (IoT) [2] - [4] , [6] , [8] , and apply our proposed model-driven approach therein. By extensive numerical results, we demonstrate the substantial gains of the proposed model-driven approach over GROUP LASSO [1] and AMP [2] in terms of signal recovery accuracy, especially when the number of jointly sparse signals is not very large.
Notation: We represent vectors by boldface small letters (e.g., x), matrices by boldface capital letters (e.g., X), scalar constants by non-boldface letters (e.g., x or X) and sets by calligraphic letters (e.g., X ). The notation X(i, j) denotes the (i, j)-th element of matrix X, X i,: represents the i-th row of matrix X, X :,i represents the i-th column of matrix X, and x(i) represents the i-th element of vector x. Superscript H and superscript T denote transpose conjugate and transpose, respectively. The notation |X | F represents the Frobenius norm of matrix X, and ℜ(·) and ℑ(·) represent the real part and imaginary part, respectively. 0 m×n and I n×n represent the m × n zero matrix and the n × n identity matrix, respectively. The complex field and real field are denoted by C and R, respectively.
II. JOINTLY SPARSE SIGNAL RECOVERY AND APPLICATION
The support of a sparse N -dimensional complex signal x (x(n)) n∈N ∈ C N is defined as the set of locations of non-zero elements of x, and is denoted by supp(x) {n ∈ N |x(n) = 0}, where N {1, · · · , N }. If the number of nonzero elements of x is much smaller than its total number of elements, i.e., |supp(
Then, we have:
The jointly sparse signal recovery problem in MMV models aims to estimate the M jointly sparse signals x m , m ∈ M (i.e., X) from M noisy linear measurement vectors y m , m ∈ M (i.e., Y), obtained through common measurement matrix A.
As an important application example, we consider channel estimation in MIMO-based grant-free random access. Consider a single cell with one M -antenna base station (BS) and N single-antenna devices. Let α n ∈ {0, 1} denote the active state of device n, where α n = 1 means that device n ∈ N accesses the channel (i.e., is active), and α n = 0 otherwise. For all m ∈ M, let h m (n) ∈ C denote the state of the wireless channel between the m-th antenna at the BS and device n, which is a complex number, and view α n h m (n) as x m (n). That is, x m (n) represents the corresponding channel state if it is not zero. As device activity patterns for IoT traffic are typically sporadic, x m ∈ C N , m ∈ M are jointly sparse with common support S = {n ∈ N |α n = 1}. In grant-free random access, each device n has a unique pilot sequence a n ∈ C L , with L ≪ N . View A ∈ C L×N with A :,n = a n , n ∈ N as the pilot matrix, which is known at the BS. In the pilot transmission phase, active devices synchronously send their pilot sequences to the BS. Then, Y in (1) represents the received signal at the BS. The BS conducts channel estimation by estimating x m ∈ C N , m ∈ M i.e., X from Y, given knowledge of A, which obviously corresponds to jointly sparse signal recovery in MMV models. 
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, a model-driven approach is proposed to jointly design the common measurement matrix and jointly sparse signal recovery method for sparse complex signals in MMV models. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the proposed approach is based on auto-encoder for real numbers in deep learning.
A. Encoder
The encoder mimics the noisy linear measurement process for jointly sparse signals with a common measurement matrix in (1). To mimic (1) using standard auto-encoder for real numbers in deep learning, we equivalently express (1) as:
Two fully-connected neural networks, each with two layers, are built to implement multiplications with matrices ℜ(A) ∈ R L×N and ℑ(A) ∈ R L×N , respectively. For each neural network, there are N neurons and L neurons in the input layer and the output layer, respectively; the weight of the connection from the n-th neuron in the input layer to the l-th neuron in the output layer corresponds to the (l, n)-th element of the corresponding matrix; and no activation functions are used in the output layer. The elements of ℜ(Z) ∈ R L×M and ℑ(Z) ∈ R L×M are generated independently according to N (0, σ 2 2 ). As shown in Fig. 1 , when ℜ(X) ∈ R N ×M and ℑ(X) ∈ R N ×M are input to the encoder, ℑ(Y) ∈ R L×M and ℜ(Y) ∈ R L×M can be easily obtained. Note that the encoder can be viewed as an extension of the one in our previous work [16] .
B. Decoder
The decoder minics the jointly sparse signal recovery process based on GROUP LASSO. Note that jointly sparse signal recovery is in general more challenging than jointly sparse support recovery, as the space of sparse signals is much larger than the space of support, and is even infinite in some scenarios. Approximating the jointly sparse signal recovery based only on training samples probably requires huge computing resource and extensive computation time, and may yield unsatisfactory recovery accuracy. Thus, we propose a GROUP LASSO-based decoder which consists of two parts. The first part is to obtain an approximate solution of GROUP LASSO, and is called the approximation part. The second part is to reduce the difference between the approximate solution and the actual jointly sparse signals, and is referred to as the correction part.
First, we introduce GROUP LASSO, which is a natural optimization-theoretic formulation of the jointly sparse signal recovery problem in MMV models [1] . The formulation of GROUP LASSO is as below:
where λ ≥ 0 is a tuning parameter. Let X * denote an optimal solution of this problem. Note that when M = 1, the formulation in (4) reduces to LASSO. The optimization problem in (4) is convex and can be solved effectively using an iterative algorithm based on the blockcoordinate descent method, referred to as BCD-MMV [1] . Specially, each row of X is treated as one block, and in each iteration, N blocks are updated one after another in a sequential manner. Define the threshold function as:
For completeness, we present the details of BCD-MMV in Algorithm 1. It has been shown in [17] that X (k) → X * , as k → ∞.
If we directly unfold BCD-MMV in Algorithm 1, N layers are required to implement one iteration. That is, the structure of BCD-MMV does not yield an efficient neural network implementation. To make full use of the parallelizable neural network architecture, we propose an iterative algorithm based on the parallel-coordinate descent method, and is referred to as PCD-MMV. Different from BCD-MMV in Algorithm 1, in each iteration of PCD-MMV, N blocks are updated in parallel. Let γ (k) denote a positive diminishing step size satisfying:
Algorithm 1 BCD-MMV [1] 1: Set X (0) = 0 M×N and k = 1 2: repeat 3: SetX = X (k−1) .
4:
for i = 1, . . . , N do 5:
), where f (·, ·) is given by (5) , and w = A :,i 2 2X i,: − A H :,i (AX − Y). Update X (k) =X.
8:
Set k = k + 1. 9: until k = k max or X (k) satisfies some stopping criterion. for i = 1, . . . , N do 4:
), where f (·, ·) is given by (5) , and w = A :,i
5:
end for 6:
Update
, where γ (k) satisfies (6).
7:
Set k = k + 1. 8: until k = k max or X (k) satisfies some stopping criterion.
The details of PCD-MMV are summarized in Algorithm 2. Following the convergence proof for the parallel successive convex approximation (SCA) algorithm in [17] , we can easily show that X (k) → X * , as k → ∞.
Next, we introduce the approximate part, which unfolds U (≥ 0) iterations of Algorithm 2. The operations for complex numbers in Step 4 of Algorithm 2 can be equivalently expressed as:
can be easily expressed in terms of ℜ(A), ℜ(X (k−1) ), ℜ(Y), ℑ(A), ℑ(X (k−1) ) and ℑ(Y). In addition, the operations for complex numbers in Step 6 of Algorithm 2 can be equivalently expressed as:
Thus, the operations for complex numbers in Algorithm 2 are readily implemented with operations for real numbers. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , we build the approximation part with U (≥ 0) layers, each realizing one iteration of PCD-MMV in Algorithm 2. We can directly input Y and A to the approximation part and obtain X (U) as the output. Note that X (U) can be treated as an approximation of X * with a negligible approximation error at large U . Then, we introduce the correction part which consists of V (≥ 1) fully connected layers. Specially, in each of the first V − 1 correction layers, rectified linear unit (ReLU) is chosen as the activation function. The last correction layer has M neurons with no activation function for producing outputX.
Note that U and V are jointly chosen according to the size of the jointly sparse signal recovery problem. In particular, the proposed GROUP LASSO-based decoder reduces to the classic GROUP LASSO method, when U is sufficiently large and V = 0 (i.e., only the weights in the encoder are adjustable). In this situation, the proposed model-driven approach is used for designing a common measurement matrix for Algorithm 2. When U = 0 and V > 0, the proposed model-driven approach degrades to a purely data-driven one for jointly design of common measurement matrix and jointly sparse signal recovery method. When U > 0 and V > 0 are properly chosen according to the size of jointly sparse signal recovery, the proposed GROUP LASSO-based decoder can achieve higher recovery accuracy and shorter computation time than the classic GROUP LASSO method, which will be illustrated in Section IV.
C. Training Process
We introduce the training procedure for the auto-encoder. Consider I training samples X [i] , i = 1, · · · , I. LetX [i] denote the output of the auto-encoder corresponding to input X [i] . To measure the difference betweenX [i] and X [i] , we adopt the mean-square error (MSE) loss function:
We train the auto-encoder using the ADAM algorithm. After training, we obtain the common measurement matrix particularly for the GROUP LASSO-based decoder, via extracting the weights of the encoder. Furthermore, the GROUP LASSObased decoder can be directly used for jointly sparse signal recovery.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we conduct numerical experiments on channel estimation in MIMO-based grant free random access, which id illustrated in Section II. We choose h m ∼ CN (0 N ×1 , I N ×N ), m ∈ M and σ 2 = 0.1. We evaluate the MSE 1
F and computation time (on the same server) over the same set of T = 10 3 testing samples. To demonstrate the ability of the proposed model-driven approach for effectively utilizing the properties of sparse patterns, we consider two cases, i.e., the i.i.d. case and the correlated case. In the i.i.d case, N devices randomly access the channel in an i.i.d. manner with access probability Pr[α n = 1] = p, n ∈ N . In the correlated case, N devices are divided into G groups of the same size N/G; the active states of the devices within each group are the same; only one of the G groups is selected to be active uniformly at random; 1/G can be viewed as the access probability p. First, we evaluate the convergence and computation time (in seconds) per iteration of BCD-MMV in Algorithm 1 and PCD-MMV in Algorithm 2. 1 Here, the entries of the pilot sequences for the N devices are independently generated from CN (0, 1). From Fig. 2 , we can see that BCD-MMV converges much faster than PCD-MMV at the cost of much longer computation time. From Fig. 2(a) , we see that the convergence speed of each algorithm slows down after k = 200. Thus, in the following, we choose k max = 200 for both algorithms.
Next, we compare the proposed model-driven approach with four baseline schemes, namely GROUP LASSO (IID), AMP (IID), GROUP LASSO (DL), and AMP (DL). Specifically, GROUP LASSO (IID) and AMP (IID) adopt the same set of pilot sequences for the N devices whose entries are independently generated from CN (0, 1); GROUP LASSO (DL) and AMP (DL) adopt the same set of pilot sequences (corresponding to the weights of the encoder) obtained by the proposed model-driven approach; GROUP LASSO (IID) and GROUP LASSO (DL) conduct channel estimation based on BCD-MMV in Algorithm 1 (with 200 iterations) for GROUP LASSO [1] ; and AMP (IID) and AMP (DL) conduct channel estimation using AMP in [2] which requires knowledge of the access probability and assumes that devices access the channel in an i.i.d. manner. For the proposed GROUP LASSO-based decoder, we set U = 200, V = 3 and γ (k) = √ k. Those choices for U and V are based on a large number of experiments and the tradeoff between performance and computation time. For fair comparison, we require a n 2 = √ L in training the proposed architecture, as in [16] . The training parameters are selected similar to those in [16] , and the training details are omitted due to page limitation. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate the MSE versus the undersampling ratio L/N and access probability p in both cases at N = 100 and N = 500, respectively. From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , we can see that in each case GROUP LASSO (DL) achieves a smaller MSE than GROUP LASSO (IID), which demonstrates that the pilot sequences obtained by the proposed model-driven approach are also effective for GROUP LASSO. The reason is as follows. The encoder and the GROUP LASSO-based decoder in the proposed architecture are jointly trained, and hence the obtained pilot sequences fit for GROUP LASSO to certain extent. In contrast, AMP (DL) has a larger MSE than AMP (IID), which demonstrates that the pilot sequences obtained by the proposed model-driven approach do not work for AMP. It is worth noting that the obtained pilot sequences are in general not suitable for unrelated sparse signal recovery methods. In addition, from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , we can see that GROUP LASSO achieves a much smaller MSE than AMP at all considered undersampling ratios and access probabilities when N = 100; GROUP LASSO achieves a smaller MSE than AMP only at some considered undersampling ratios and access probabilities when N = 500. This shows that GROUP LASSO is preferable when N is not very large. It is known that AMP is especially suitable for the situation when N is large. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show that the proposed model-driven approach achieves a much smaller MSE than GROUP LASSO at all considered parameters, demonstrating the benefit of the correction layers in the GROUP LASSO-based decoder in reducing MSE. Similarly, the proposed model-driven approach achieves a much smaller MSE than AMP at all considered undersampling ratios and access probabilities when N = 100, and achieves a smaller MSE than AMP at most of the considered parameters (except for p = 0.2 in the i.i.d. case and p = 0.2, 0.25 in the correlated case). This indicates that it is more suitable to use the proposed model-driven approach when N is not too large. We can also see that the gains of the proposed model-driven approach over GROUP LASSO and AMP in the correlated case are larger than those in the i.i.d. case, which indicates that the proposed model-driven approach can exploit the properties of sparsity patterns for further reducing MSE. Fig. 5 illustrates the computation time (in seconds) versus the undersampling ratio. From Fig. 5 , we can see that the computation time of the proposed model-driven approach is about 2.5 percent of that of GROUP LASSO, owning to higher computation efficiency of PCD-MMV; and the computation time of the proposed model-driven approach is only slightly longer than that of AMP. Note that the computation time of each scheme depends (almost) only on N and L, and (almost) does not change with the sparsity pattern. In addition, it is worth noting that when N is not very large, the MSE of AMP is unsatisfactory.
V. CONCLUSION
Utilizing techniques in compressed sensing, parallel optimization, and deep learning, we propose a model-driven approach to jointly design the common measurement matrix and jointly sparse signal recovery method for complex signals, based on the standard auto-encoder structure for real numbers. The GROUP LASSO-based decoder consists of an approximation part which unfolds (several iterations of) the PCD-MMV algorithm to obtain an approximate solution of GROUP LASSO and a correction part which reduces the difference between the approximate solution and the actual jointly sparse signals. The proposed model-driven approach achieves higher recovery accuracy with less computation time than the GROUP LASSO method. In addition, the proposed model-driven approach can effectively utilize the properties of sparse patterns for improving recovery accuracy. This work highlights the value of parallel optimization in deep learning. Furthermore, the proposed model-driven approach can be extended to design common measurement matrices for other state-of-the-art jointly sparse signal recovery methods and reduce the computation times of those methods.
